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Probabilistic Automata Model of a Soft Robot for
the Planning of Manipulation Tasks

Martin Stommel, Zhicong Deng, and Weiliang L. Xu

Abstract— Soft robots must be able to structure an automation
problem into a sequence of actions that lead to a desired
state, before they can fulfill a meaningful role in automation
applications. This, however, can only be successful if the robot
can predict the outcome of an action. The theory of rigid indus-
trial robots is not applicable without major changes, because
kinematic chains do not adequately describe the continuous
deformation of the complex, often biologically inspired shapes
of soft robots. Analytic solutions have not been found yet.
Numerical solutions based on finite elements are slow, technically
challenging, and only suitable for one specific robot. It is,
however, possible to observe the outcome of an action, and use
these observations to plan a sequence of actions that let the
robot accomplish an automation task. In this paper, we analyze
a probabilistic automaton that computes the optimal sequence
of actions to bring the robot into a desired state. An earlier
article explained the functioning of the method in a toy example.
In this paper, we analyze if it is feasible to apply the method
to a planning problem inspired by a real soft robot. We show
the results and document the planning process. We identify the
analog of an impulse response, although it is not closed form due
to the nonparametric nature of the method.

Note to Practitioners—A soft robotic sorting table has a
computer-controlled soft surface that can move delicate objects
without damaging them. There are currently no closed-loop
control systems for such robots, because it is unclear how to
relate the control signals to the behavior of the table, or which
actions to choose in order to solve a manipulation task. In this
paper, we propose a probabilistic automaton to plan the best
action sequence on average. The sequence brings the workpieces
on top of a soft table into a desired condition. It is a machine
learning solution that is based on observations of the input signals
and their effect, rather than a detailed analytical or numerical
modeling of the robot. We show that it is feasible to model an
existing soft robotic table. We demonstrate that the planning is
successful by solving complex maze tasks. Our results are based
on experiments and simulations.

Index Terms— Control, planning, soft robotics.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOFT robots are biologically inspired robots that are built
to realize some of the advantages of soft natural tissue
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in an engineering design. These advantages can be new
capabilities or suitabilities for new applications. The most
important property is that a soft robot naturally adapts to
the surroundings without need for complex control systems.
This is an advantage for industrial applications, where delicate
objects may not be damaged [1] or there are safe human–robot
interactions and human–motor assistance [2]. From a compu-
tational point of view, the interaction of the soft robot body
with its environment can be considered as a morphological
computation, which would be very difficult to establish by
analytic approaches [3], [4]. Soft robotic simulators of the
human esophagus and stomach can be used in medical and
food research [5]–[7]. Walking and crawling robots are used to
investigate locomotion patterns [8], [9]. Soft grippers and ten-
tacles have been developed to handle fragile objects [10]–[12].
The prospect of adapting the shape and locomotion strategy to
challenging terrain makes soft robots interesting for military
reconnaissance, natural disaster relief, and pipe inspection [2].

In this paper, we consider mainly applications in industrial
automation where the flexibility of a soft robot would be
welcoming (e.g., in human–robot interaction) although, gen-
erally, the environment would have been set up to suit the
task. The control algorithm would be required to perform a
flexible sequence of actions (e.g., to prepare a workpiece for
some critical process step) depending on the sensed current
situation. At the same time, we assume that the environment
is sufficiently structured, so that there is a limit to the number
of situations that the robot can encounter.

To control a robot in an automation task, the control signals
must be related to the behavior of the robot and the workpiece.
This has been achieved only partially in soft robotics. Most
research focuses on the control of single mechanical actuators
to realize a simple movement. Wang and Iida [13] distinguish
the movement types elongation/shortening, bending, flowing,
and reconfiguration. The aim of these studies is to prove the
correct functioning of a new actuator or to demonstrate a
new robotic ability [14], often in comparison to a biological
example [15], [16]. The next higher level is to repeat simple
movements. This is usually done to realize repetitive loco-
motion patters in crawling or walking robots [9], [17]. The
behavior of the robot is typically not linked to the solution
of a certain task, although closed-loop control can be used to
regulate the pressure of a pneumatic actuator or to control the
degree of bending over a part of the soft structure.

To control the behavior of a soft robot with respect to an
automation task, it is necessary as follows:

1) to have sensor feedback with respect to the task;
2) to have a model that links the control signals to the

movement of the robot;
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3) and to have a model that links the movements of the
robot to the task.

A variety of sensors have been proposed for soft
robotics [18], [19]. Although this is an open and interesting
topic, a discussion on sensor technologies is not in the scope
of this paper. Here, we assume that a sensor technology exists
that provides a classification of the current situation.

Modeling is often restricted to predicting the parameters
of a single actuator or the bending of a thin elongated struc-
ture [20]. More complex robot structures have been discretized
in a way that allowed for the transfer of modeling tech-
niques known from rigid robotics and continuum mechanics.
Duriez [21] proposes a finite elements method to simulate the
shape of a soft robot in real-time. Largillière et al. [22] extend
the method to compute the mechanical forces required to
achieve a certain shape. A soft, continuously bending arm has
been modeled approximately by a kinematic chain over a high
number of discrete points [23], [24]. Renda et al. [25], [26]
developed a piecewise constant strain model as a discretized
approximation of the Cosserat beam. The shape of a robot
is determined numerically. The models are usually tailored
toward a particular robot. Also, knowledge of the deformation
of a robot does not imply knowledge of the interaction with
a workpiece or the actions required to solve a multistep
automation problem.

Machine learning has been proposed to bridge the gap
between control signals and the progress of an automation
task. Because of the exponential complexity of coupled actua-
tors in a joint robot body, machine learning is unable to model
all degrees of freedom. However, for a restricted number of
behaviors of interest, the control signals can be optimized
to realize the required robot shapes [27]. A probabilistic
automaton has been proposed to link a set of robot actions
to the solution of an automation task [28]. The automaton
was able to predict the system behavior based on observa-
tions of the state transitions triggered by performing certain
actions. A cost function was proposed to guide the selection
of the most promising action to reach a desired state. The
approach was shown to be computationally efficient, i.e., of
polynomial complexity. But there was no experimental or other
evidence that it is feasible to create such an automaton in
practice.

The aim of this paper is to provide support for the following
hypotheses.

1) It is realistic to create the state-transition matrix.
2) The cost function allows to predict the number of actions

required to achieve a desired state.
3) It is realistic to plan the action sequence.
4) The cost function allows for the planning of robot

actions to achieve a desired state.
The term “realistic” is used to express that a suitable solution
can be found in acceptable time on consumer-level hardware.
This is an important criterion for the practitioner that dif-
fers from the asymptotic complexity in the limit of large
inputs. However, the experimental setting described in this
paper is optimized toward comprehensiveness and ease of
illustration rather than the solution of a commercially relevant
problem.

II. AUTOMATIC STRUCTURING OF

THE AUTOMATION TASK

The (continuous) system state is a continuous time signal
that consists of the values of all parameters (control signals and
sensor measurements) that are relevant for the solution of an
automation task. For computational convenience, we discretize
both the system state space and time. Each partition of the
discretized state space is assigned a unique natural number,
the state number s ∈ S ⊂ N, or state s for short. Let ns
denotes the state at discrete time n. We assume that ns can
be obtained by a suitable sensor technology. The goal of the
automation task is to bring the system from an initial state
0s ∈ S to a desired final state f ∈ F ⊂ S. Repetitive or more
complex automation tasks can be solved by choosing a new
final state after f has been reached.

Let a ∈ A denotes the action performed by the soft robot
during one step in time. The set A consists of all movement
primitives that a soft robot can produce. We do not make many
assumptions about the action itself, but note that many studies
have demonstrated the effective operation of soft robotic
actuators. A probabilistic automaton (S, A, δ,0 s, F) will be
used to select those actions that lead to the solution of the
automation task [28]. The probabilistic formulation accounts
for shortcomings (mostly noise) in the measurement of the
system state.

The functionality of the robot is encoded in the probabilistic
state transitions δ : S × A × S �→ [0 1], where

δ(sk, a, s j ) = p(s j |sk, a) = [Ma]s j sk (1)

describes the effect of performing action a in state sk by
probability distributions over successor states. They can be
stored in the state-transition matrices

Ma =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

pa0k
...

paj0 · · · pajk · · ·
...

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(2)

where pajk = p(s j |sk, a) is the probability of moving from
state sk to s j by performing action a. The matrix is a
description of the probable development of the system state
from time n, when ns = sk , to time n + 1, when n+1s = s j .
However, neither δ nor Ma depends on the time n. Since Ma

gives distributions over successor states, each column of the
matrix integrates to one. Hypothesis (1) states that it is possible
to find this matrix for a real robot.

The possible sequences of actions that the robot can take to
reach a final state differ by their length l and the probability
of realizing the expected state changes.

The probability p1(a, s) of reaching any final state in a
single step by performing action a can be computed by tracing
back the state-transition probabilities from the final states to
the current state s by computing

p1(a, s) =
∑
f ∈F

p( f |s, a). (3)

For longer sequences, there are usually multiple sequences
that start with the same first action a in state s. For any
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Fig. 1. Simulated scenario. (a) Top view of a soft robotic table. A printed circuit board serves as workpiece in our experiments. It is marked by a checkerboard
pattern to support visual tracking. The background shows the air pumps, solenoid valves, and rotary pumps of the pneumatic actuators. (b) Geometry of the
simulated soft table with obstacles around the border and one wall on the left that extends toward the center. The rectangular black dots mark the size of the
workpiece at a region where the workpiece is able to rotate without collision with the obstacles. (c) Discrete state space of the robot and workpiece. Small
black arrows indicate the workpiece orientation in physically plausible configurations.

fixed length of a sequence, we always choose the action that
yields the highest probability of reaching a final state via
those sequences. The probability of reaching the final state
in maximally L steps is then given by

p̃L(a, s) =
∑
s̃∈S

p(s̃|s, a) max
ã∈A

p̃L−1(ã, s̃), 1 < L (4)

and

p̃1(a, s) = p1(a, s). (5)

The tilde is used as text decoration. By comparing sequences
of different length, we obtain the probability

pl(a, s) = p̃l(a, s) − p̃l−1(a, s), 1 < l (6)

of reaching the final state in exactly l steps. Hypothesis (2)
refers to pl(a, s).

A cost function is introduced to minimize the time that the
robot spends in error states s �∈ F . We define the cost c as
the average number of steps required to bring the robot from
state s to any final state f by performing action a next, as
well as further actions if needed. In practice, it might be useful
to assign an additional penalty to certain states, for example,
if they require frequent manual or other intervention. The
cost can be computed by weighting the length of a sequence
by the probability of realizing the required state transitions
according to

c(s, a) =
L∑

l=1

l pl(a, s). (7)

The best action

aopt = arg max
a∈A

c(s, a) (8)

to perform at any state s is the one that minimizes the cost.
Hypothesis (3) states that we can compute (8). Hypothesis (4)
states that the result is correct.

III. MODELING OF A SOFT ROBOTIC SORTING TABLE

A simulation of an existing soft robot is conducted to
analyze the feasibility of the approach. A maze task is
chosen for the simulation, because it is complex enough
to be interesting, but at the same time simple enough to
be documented in an illustrative and instructive way. After
defining the task, we construct the state-transition table from
measurements of a real soft robotic sorting table. Then, we
use these measurements to let a probabilistic automaton solve
the planning task.

A. Simulated Scenario

By design, the soft robotic sorting table [Fig. 1(a)] is capable
of shifting and rotating objects on the surface by applying
certain patterns of control signals to the pneumatic actuators
over multiple cycles [29].

The simulated setting consists of a soft robot with a surface
of 172 × 172 mm2, a flat workpiece of 68 × 53 mm2, static
obstacles on the robot surface, and a top-mounted camera
that provides the position and orientation of the workpiece
[Fig. 1(b)]. The existing prototype of the soft table consists
of a set of actuator modules that can be configured to a
4 × 4- or 5 × 5-array with an area of 144 × 144 mm2 and
180 × 180 mm2, respectively. Because of the size of the
workpiece, actuation near the border is successful as well, so
both configurations match the simulated scenario. We define a
coordinate system with the axes x and y for a position on the
surface, and θ for the angle of the workpiece. The dimensions
of the workpiece are taken from a printed circuit board, which
we used in the practical experiments.

The obstacle consists of a 4-mm wide border and a 50-mm
bar on the left that points toward the center. It is represen-
tative of the challenges found in an industrial application,
where some regions of the state space are not accessible
due to the specific tools and processes. The obstacle exists
only in the simulation but not in the physical prototype.
Because of the obstacle, there is no enough space on the left
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Fig. 2. Observed robot behavior: each subplot shows the effect of a certain action measured over multiple experiments. The initial workpiece position is
marked by the star symbol. The scatter plots show the distribution of workpiece positions and orientations relative to the initial position. The initial position
is set to (0, 0, 0)�. In the experiments, however, the initial positions were spread out across the surface of the soft table. (a) Move north. (b) Move east.
(c) Move south. (d) Move west. (e) Turn left. (f) Turn right.

side for the workpiece to rotate. It fits on either side of the
obstacle, but cannot turn. On the right side of the robot surface,
there is enough space for the workpiece to rotate freely. This
creates a sufficiently complex scenario for the simulation of an
automation task, because moving the workpiece through the
obstacles usually requires a sequence of different movements
depending on the start position and orientation.

We model six different actions based on the inverted cater-
pillar movement proposed for the robot [29]. Each action
shifts or rotates the workpiece for a number of cycles.

1) Move north: translation along the y-axis for 7 cycles.
2) Move east: translation along the x-axis for 7 cycles.
3) Move south: translation against the y-axis for 7 cycles.
4) Move west: translation against the x-axis for 7 cycles.
5) Turn left: counterclockwise rotation for 15 cycles.
6) Turn right: clockwise rotation for 15 cycles.

On average, these actions move the workpiece by 11 mm in
one direction, or turn it by 52°.

The aim of the simulation is to plan the sequence of actions
required to move the workpiece to a desired coordinate (posi-
tion and angle) for any start position.

B. Modeling of the States and State Transitions

The (continuous) state space consists of the variables x , y,
and θ . It is discretized into 15 steps each for x and y, and
eight steps for the angle θ . This results in 15×15×8 = 1800
distinguishable states. Because of collisions with the obstacles,
not all states are physically reachable. Fig. 1(c) shows the
workspace considered in our simulation: rectangular black dots
show the center points of the partitioning along the x and y
coordinate. Small black arrows indicate the orientation of the
workpiece for a reachable state. Some states are only reachable
for a small subset of the corresponding continuous values.
No arrow means that the state was unreachable. The colored

arrows indicate the start state (yellow) and final state (blue)
chosen in one of the experiments presented later.

The effect of performing the actions was determined exper-
imentally using the real robot and supported by a physical
model of the workpiece–obstacle interaction. We first cali-
brated the top-mounted camera using the MATLAB calibration
toolbox. This reduces errors by lens distortion and allows for
a transform from pixel coordinates to world coordinates with
submillimeter accuracy. We recorded 111 videos of workpiece
movements on different positions of the table. The position
was tracked by using an optical marker that allowed for the
automatic computation of the parameters x , y, and θ . This
resulted in 35 to 72 observations of the initial and posterior
position/orientation per action (Fig. 2), which was sufficient
to model the effect of each action a by a 3 × 3 covariance
matrix �a of x , y, and θ . The standard deviation was 2.4
for the translational movements and 55 for rotations (mea-
surements in mm and degrees). The distribution of posterior
positions is not symmetrical to the axes because the workpiece
itself is not symmetrical.

To reduce the number of experiments with the physical
robot, we used a simple physical model to predict the behavior
in the case that the workpiece collides with an obstacle.
Accurate physics modeling is not in the scope of this paper,
so we used only a very basic model. The model prevented the
workpiece from traveling through obstacles and allowed for
the rotation around a point of contact, as well as the alignment
of the straight edges of the workpiece with the obstacles.
In a real application, a more sophisticated physical model
would be required. To combine the stochastic and physical
model, we defined the initial position (0x,0 y,0 θ)� of the
workpiece and sampled the posterior position (1x,1 y,1 θ)�
from a multivariate normal distribution

(1x,1 y,1 θ)� − (0x,0 y,0 θ)� ∼ N3(µa,�a) (9)
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Fig. 3. Planar projection (x, y, θ to x, y) of the state-transition probabilities for an initial workpiece position on the mid-right, where the objected can move
freely without colliding with an obstacle. Each plot shows one action. The white plus-marker and the dotted rectangle show the initial state and workpiece
outline. The bold, solid rectangle indicates the most likely successor state of the workpiece. The probability density of reaching the neighboring positions are
color coded.

Fig. 4. Visualization of the planning progress: the algorithm computes the probability p̃L (a, s) of reaching a final state for increasingly longer sequences of
actions. p̃L (a, s) for the value of a maximizes p. The state number s is shown in terms of the underlying discretized state variables x , y, and θ . For clarity,
only the results along three selected planes through the 3-D state space are shown. A single final state was chosen as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). For very short
sequences of actions, the final state can only be reached if the initial position of the workspace is close to it. For long sequences, the final state can be reached
from all considered initial states with high probability (states that were not physically reachable were excluded). The comb-like structure in (c) indicates that
the rotation of a workpiece in the upper left area of the workpiece is restricted by obstacles. In order to turn from horizontal to vertical, the workpiece must
first move to the central right area, where it can rotate freely. (a) Maximum path length = 6. (b) Maximum path length = 12. (c) Maximum path length = 25.

parameterized by the respective mean µa and covariance
matrix. The physical model was applied when intermediate
positions caused collisions between the workpiece and the
obstacle. The initial position

(0x,0 y,0 θ)� ∼ U((0, 0, 0)�, (172, 172, 2π)�) (10)

was sampled from the continuous state space along a regular
grid with a spacing of 3 mm for x and y, and 14.4° for θ .
Every action was sampled four times. In an initial step,
a number of 1328 states out of 1800 were found unreachable
and excluded from the sampling. For the remaining 472 states,
this resulted in a total of 2 099 136 simulated state transitions,
which were used to compute the state-transition matrices Ma .

Although this is a relatively dense sampling of close to
194 samples per initial state and action, for a small number of
state transitions no observation was obtained. For simplicity,
we excluded the respective states from the simulation, resulting
in the workspace as shown in Fig. 1(c). In practice, it would
be necessary to develop a rule for this, e.g., a nearest neighbor
assignment to a similar state with sufficient observations.

IV. RESULTS

By counting the initial and posterior states, we were able to
establish the state-transition matrices from (2). Fig. 3 shows a
plot of the state-transition probabilities for a selected initial
state [see yellow arrow in Fig. 1(c)] and the six actions.
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Fig. 5. Probabilities pl (a, s) and p̃l(a, s) of reaching the final state by performing an exact (p) or maximum ( p̃) number of actions. Results are shown for
three randomly selected states s = 381, 617, 1016. The corresponding approximate values of x ,y, and θ are given in the diagram title. The six (dashed and
solid) curves represent the six possible actions. Since the state transitions contain a probabilistic element, choosing one action at a particular current state
does not always result in the same sequence of states toward a final state. Therefore, we always perform the action that yields the minimum number of state
transitions on average.

Fig. 6. Expected number of actions c(s, a) to reach a final state. The plots show c for all states s. For the illustration, the 3-D state space (consisting of
the discretized values of x , y, θ ) has been split up into eight diagrams, each one representing one orientation θ . The horizontal and vertical axes represent x
and y. The action a is selected to minimize c. In this paper, we did not consider sequences of length zero, so one step is reserved to stop the simulation. The
plot shows that the cost increases with the distance from the destination coordinate in the upper left area. The cost also increases if the workpiece needs to
be reoriented (turning the workpiece by 45° corresponds to moving from one diagram to another). Note that not all orientations are physically possible in all
positions, because the workpiece would collide with an obstacle.

The CPU-time of sampling the state-transition probabilities
was 2:48 h on an office computer (Intel Core i5 quad-core
CPU clocked at 3.2 GHz). This time is acceptable, because
establishing the state-transition matrices is an offline step that
needs to be done only once for every change in the physical
setup of the robot.

The state-transition probabilities allowed us to compute the
cost of the best sequences of actions to reach a final state
from (almost) all initial states (“almost” means that a final
state cannot be reached if the physical setup does not allow
for it). Fig. 4 shows the value of p̃L(a, s) for L = 6, 12,
and 25. The final state is chosen as shown in Fig. 1(c). For
small values of L, the probability of reaching the final state
is zero for most actions and states, because the final state is

physically out of reach: the number of actions L is too small
to move the workpiece over the full distance to a final state.
By increasing L, the region of high probability of reaching the
goal spreads out over the parameter space of a and s starting at
the final states. At L = 25, the probability of reaching a final
state was higher than 99.3% for all valid values of a and s.

Fig. 5 shows pl(a, s) and p̃l(a, s) for three fixed values
of s but varying values of l and a. Due to the probabilistic
modeling of the state transitions, the probability of reaching a
final state is distributed over different lengths of the sequence.
For efficient robot control, we chose the action that yields a
minimal length on average. Fig. 6 plots the resulting average
length (7) of the sequence for every state. The action that
yields the best result (8) is indicated in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Best action to reach a final state in minimum time. Every diagram represents one of eight workpiece orientations. The best action is plotted for each
workpiece position modeled by a state of the probabilistic automaton.

Fig. 8. Example sequences of state changes to reach the final state. The algorithm always selects the best action as identified in the planning stage. The
workpiece position after performing an action is sampled from the (known) distribution of posterior positions. (a) Start in the middle. (b) Start in the lower
left. (c) Start in the lower left, reverse orientation.

The system can be understood as a control system, where
a final state is the set point and all other states correspond
to an error that is to be minimized. Since the probabilistic
automaton does not require a metric on the states, it is hard
to quantify an impulse or the impulse response. However,
the values of pl(a, s) show that the response of the system to
an error depends on the error state, and that it is a distribution
over the number of actions required to minimize the error. The
distribution is computed during the planning of the actions and
can be stored in a lookup table for further computations.

The CPU-time to compute the probabilities pl(a, s) and
p̃l(a, s), the cost function and the best action was 1.96 s.
This is acceptable, since the planning is an offline step that
needs to be done only once for a change of the physical
setup or a change of the desired final states. Since the cost

function and the best actions can be stored in a lookup table,
it is not necessary to repeat the planning steps in a repetitive
automation task or when switching between multiple tasks.

For further validation, we implemented a probabilistic
automaton where we always applied the best action as given
by the cost function, and where the successor state was
sampled from the state-transition tables. A single final state
was defined, as shown in Fig. 1. We did not measure the
speed of this simulation, because the best action can be
determined efficiently from a precomputed lookup table. Fig. 8
shows example results for three different initial workpiece
configurations. In example (a), the workpiece first rotates right
and then moves backward into the space on the upper left.
In example (b), the workpiece is shifted around to the obstacle
to reach the final position. In example (c), the initial orientation
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is turned by 180° compared with example (b). The robot
exploits the interaction with the obstacle to turn the workpiece
and move it into its final position.

V. CONCLUSION

A previous study suggested that a probabilistic automaton
can be used to control a soft robot to solve an automation task.
The result was that the algorithms have polynomial complex-
ity, which is commonly considered as a necessary condition
for practical relevance. In this paper, we demonstrated that the
required number of states, state transitions, and actions is small
enough to practically compute the solution of an automation
task inspired by the capabilities of an existing soft robot. This
is an important step toward the application of soft robots in
automation, because it means that it is realistic to model the
state space and operation of the robot in the proposed way.

First, we showed that it is possible to obtain the state-
transition matrix for a real robot. The behavior of a free
moving workpiece was measured directly from the robot.
To model the workpiece–obstacle interaction, it was more
practical to use a computational model. Since our model
was very basic, the state-transition matrix that we obtained
allows us to model the behavior qualitatively, but not at high
precision. However, better physical models do exist and have
been demonstrated in other applications. The computation time
of 2:48 h was acceptable for an offline step.

Then, we computed a cost function that allowed us to
determine the best action in every state to bring the system
into a desired state. The computation also provides the average
number of actions to reach a final state, as well as the
distribution over the length of successful sequences up to a
reasonable maximum length. We showed examples of using
the planning result to bring the automaton into a final state.
The computation time of the planning was less than 2 s, which
is acceptable for an offline step.

We showed that the planned actions are able to move the
workpiece to the desired position and orientation. Since the
plan can be stored in a lookup table, the proposed method
is much faster than any method that contains a numerical
computation of the exact robot shape. Our results show that
the primary challenges of the method lie in the modeling of
the state-transition matrix, but we also showed that a practical
solution can be found. We can expect additional challenges
from an application of the system to the real-time control of
a physical robot.
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